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near or under mailboxes without damaging supports and
provides easy access to the mailboxes by carriers and
customers.
Exhibit D

City Motorized, Rural, and Highway Contract Box
Delivery Routes
Customers must use only approved traditional or con
temporary curbside mailboxes for new installations or re
placements. However, a customer may use a custom-built
curbside mailbox if the local postmaster gives prior approv
al and the mailbox conforms generally to the same require
ments as approved manufactured curbside mailboxes
relative to the flag, size, strength, and quality of construc
tion. Carriers on motorized city routes may continue to
serve mailboxes that are designed primarily for use by cus
tomers receiving door delivery and that have been erected
and served under previous regulations (see Exhibit C).
However, carriers should advise customers they may use
only approved curbside mailboxes when replacing these
types of mailboxes. A list of approved manufacturers of
traditional curbside mailboxes appears on pages 11-12.
For motorized city r~utes. and where the use of street
names and house numbers is authorized on rural and high
way contract box delivery routes, the mailbox must display
the number on the side of single mailboxes or on the door
of grouped mailboxes. If the mailbox is on a street other
than the one on which the customer resides. the street
name and house number must be on the mailbox. When ru
ral and highway contract box delivery route customers have
assigned box numbers, the numbers must appear on the
side of single mailboxes or on the doors of grouped mail
boxes, visible to the approaching carrier. The street num
ber, box number, and/or any other address information
must be inscribed in contrasting color in neat letters and nu
merals not less than 1 inch in height. In all instances, plac
ing the owner's name on the box is optional.
Motorized city, rural, and highway contract box delivery
route customers should be encouraged but not required to
group mailboxes whenever practical, especially where
ma~y mailboxes are located at or near crossroads, service
turnouts, or similar locations. Customers should also paint
mailboxes and supports/posts and keep them rust-free. Ad
vertising on mailboxes and supports/posts is prohibited.
In areas where snow removal is a problem, the Postal
Service suggests using a semi-arch or extended arm-type
support (see Exhibit D), which allows snowplows to sweep

"

Generally, mailboxes are installed at a height of 3.5-4.0
feet from the road surface to the bottom of the mailbox or
pOln~ of mail entry; Mailboxes are set back 6-Sinches from
the front face of the curb or road edge to the mailbox door.
However, because of varying road and curb conditions and
other factors, the Postal Service recommends that custom
ers contact the postmaster or carrier before erecting or re
placing mailboxes and supports. If.

Location
Customers must placemailboxesonmotorizedcity.ru
ral, and highway contract box delivery routes so a carrier
can safely and conveniently serve them without leaving his
or her vehicle. The mailboxes must be on the right-hand
side of the road in the carrier's travel direction in all cases
where traffic conditions make it dangerous for the carrier to
drive to the left to reach the mailboxes, or where doing so
would constitute a violation of traffic laws and regulations
(Posta/ Operations Manua/ (POM) 632.6 exempts apart
ment houses and other multiple dwellings from this rule).
On new rural and highway contract box delivery routes,all
mailboxes must be on the right-hand side of the road in the
direction of the route line of travel. Mailbox placement must
conform with state laws and highway regulations. City mo
torized, rural, and highway contract box delivery route carri
ers are subject to the same traffic laws and regulations as
other motorists. Customers must remove obstructions, in
cluding vehicles, trash cans, and snow, that impede effi
cient delivery. Except when a mailbox is temporarily
blocked, carriers must have access to the mailbox without
leaving the vehicle unless authorized to dismount.

